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A Corny Kernel of Truth 
If you’ve ever popped popcorn, you know how to help young people 

By JT (Jerry) Fest 
 

Popcorn kernels in the pot, jump and dance when they get hot 
And when they’ve carried on enough, they do a flip and turn to fluff 

~ Cathy Drinkwater Better 
 

   
Note that I didn’t say if you can pop popcorn you can help young people … there’s no comparison between the two in 
terms of skill, ability, and time required. But I’m an analogy kind of guy … I find analogies help me to comprehend and 
remember what’s important. And when it comes to knowledge, if you understand the basics of popping popcorn, you 
understand the basics of how to support and help young people. So, the best place to start is by answering the question; 
why does popcorn pop? 
  
Native American folklore tells of spirits that live inside each kernel of popcorn. These spirits are quiet and content as 
long as their houses are cool, but should their houses heat up, the spirits grow angry. The hotter their homes become, 
the angrier the spirits get, shaking their fists in the air so vehemently that their homes start to shake. Eventually they 
burst out of their homes into the air as a disgruntled puff of steam. 
  
This colorful story is not far from the truth. The popcorn “house” of the spirits, unlike other grains, has an outer hull 
that is hard and moisture proof. Inside is a dense type of starch … starch being a carbohydrate that has a large moisture 
storing capacity. As long as the popcorn kernel has about 14% moisture inside, it will pop. 
  
What causes the “pop” is heat. Be it hot air, oil, or microwave, heat will turn the interior moisture into superheated 
steam that gelatinizes the starch. As the inside pressure increases, the outer hull is eventually breeched (this happens at a 
temperature of approximately 180 degrees and an internal pressure of about 135 psi … for you science buffs) and the 
kernel “pops” releasing the steam and throwing the gelatinized starch of the kernel’s endosperm outward. The 
starch cools rapidly and sets into the crispy puff we all know and love. 
  
While it is an internal process that causes the “pop” and creates the unique and individual shapes of each piece of 
popcorn … as different as snowflakes and formed by the cooling of exploding gelatinized starch … it is external factors 
that create the conditions for the internal process. You can leave a kernel of corn sitting in a jar for years and it will 
never pop … it is only when you change the environment that the transformation occurs. 
  
Creating the conditions for popping requires 3 distinct environmental changes. First, you need to have a relationship 
with the popcorn. OK, this one may not be a requirement for popping … as long as there is sufficient heat the kernel 
will pop … but it is an absolutely essential element if you don’t want popcorn that’s burned or all over your kitchen. 
Making a good batch of popcorn requires careful tending from the beginning to the end of the popping process. This is 
especially important considering the second requirement: motion. To prevent burning and ensure even heating, most 
popping methods require shaking or stirring (with stovetop methods), or spinning (with hot air and most microwave 
methods). In the case of the stovetop methods, the need for motion heightens the need for a relationship. And finally, 
you need heat. Without heat there is no super-heated moisture, no gelatinized starch, no breeched outer hull, and no 
popcorn! 
  
But how is this analogous to helping young people? 
  
Young people also have a “spirit” living inside them … and in this case we are talking about something much closer to 
the Native American spirit than we are to the moisture content of un-popped kernels. That “spirit” is the innate human 
capacity for resilience; the ability to rise above challenges, to bounce back from hardship, and to grow and learn from 
the experience. But Positive Youth Development teaches us that the internal spirit of resilience can be inhibited or 
nurtured by external environmental factors. When a child’s environment is dominated by “risk” factors (e.g., poverty, 
neglect, abuse, violence), the spirit is kept “cold” and the child’s hard outer shell remains intact. But when “protective” 
factors are introduced, the inner spirit begins to warm, just like the starch inside a kernel of popcorn. And, as with 
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popcorn, it takes 3 things to “superheat” a child and get them to expand beyond their shell and realize their full 
potential. 
  
It takes a relationship. Much like with popcorn, you need to be there for the child and go through their process with 
them; offering support and guidance, but letting them “heat” at their own pace. It also takes participation, which can be 
thought of as the “motion” part of the process. Young people need to have the opportunity to take action and be 
involved in the choices and decisions that directly affect their lives. And finally, it takes expectations … high ones, much 
like the high heat required by popcorn. Only, in the case of young people, “high expectations” refers to an environment 
where young people receive consistent messages about their competence, value, and ability. 
  
So, there you have it … and it really isn’t rocket science. Add a relationship, motion, and heat to a kernel of popcorn and 
it will burst out of its shell and become a delicious, tasty treat. Add a relationship, meaningful participation, and high 
expectations to a young person, and they too will burst out of their shell and become the self-actualized person that they 
are capable of being. 
 
I warned you that it was corny … but it is also, as promised, a kernel of truth. 
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